Worth of Democracy U.S.A. is brought out of balance by clause: “Running mate.”
This briefing is a matter of national security U.S.A.!
Dear Americans,
The course of: “Violating National Security U.S.A. & the acts of civilian war last election is:
“Clause: Running mate”.”
Clause Running Mate gives the 100% power of the 2 scaled worth Prime/Vice President to the
party who represents bigger then 50% of the 100% voting right.
Democratic Right Form gives by a 2 scaled worth Prime & Vice President the scale Prime
President to the party who represents more than 50% of the Voting & gives the scale Vice
President to the party who represent lower than 50% of the voting right.
Last Election the inhabit population of America who used the voting right voted as follow:
51% of the Americans who used there voting right voted for Prime President Bidden &
49% of the Americans who used the voting right voted for Vice President Trump.
Conclusion:
Clause running mate is a violation of Democratic Right Form & revolved an out of balance of
democratic Worthiness, 49% of the Americans who used there voting right are particularly
affected what revolved in acts of civil war what is a violation of National Security U.S.A.
The American Judges who allowed that Clause: “Running mate” where aloud to be under
autographed are guilty of brining the Balance of democracy out of balance it is to them to
calibrate the Democratic Worth.
Redeployment Command:
The Worth of Democracy Need to be calibrated,
Clause running mate need to be declared as anti democratic and because of that illegal &
the unrightfully Vice President need to be token over by the rightful chosen Vice President,
the Task of the office of The Prime President got to be rescheduled in Tasks for the Prime
President & Tasks for The Vice President.
Sincerely I stay in status of doctrine,
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